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A Day in the Life of UTS Scientist Dr Matt Padula 
5am: Alarm goes off. Wake up like a zombie, dress and head to the train station in the pitch black and drizzle of rain. 
The price of living in the beautiful Blue Mountains. 

5.25am: Find my seat on the train, get out my laptop and read the honours proposal that was sent to me. Work on this 
for 1 hour, a benefit of the long train ride, then settle into the rest of the episode of Revisionist History I am listening to. 

7.10am: Arrive at Central Station, wander over to campus. The lights in the office are on as one of the Post Docs is in 
before me. I make coffee and read my emails. Go to download an article from Analytical Chemistry that one of my PhD 
students has sent me and find a further 5 that are interesting. No idea when I’m going to find time to read these though! 

7.55am: I make my way downstairs to put the Mass Spectrometer back together after the weekend work by the PhD 
students, who were trying out a different chromatography system to perform metabolite and lipid analysis.  

8.45am: Coffee with PhD student. 

9am: Elena has arrived to perform protein extraction on the microalgae that she has grown in waste water from wineries. 
My experience in 2D gels and extracting proteins from microalgae assists her. 

10am: While working with Elena, I do work in parallel with Eva, my honours student working on Shewanella bacteria and 
how it resists antibiotics. Use the casting box to make 6 gels to analyse the samples run by isoelectric focusing last week 
and stored in freezer over weekend.  

10.30am: Help a post doc and PhD student queue their samples on the Mass Spectrometer. It took years to make these 
instruments relatively bullet proof in their operation, it is like a child and we treat it as such, ensuring that it is constantly 
happy. 

12.00pm: Eat half an oat bar for lunch. This is becoming a regular thing and I need to start eating properly. 

12.15pm: Work on extracting microalgae proteins. 

1.30pm: Spend the next 30 minutes with Eva setting up the tanks to run the 6 gels.  

2.15pm: Quickly return to office while centrifuge is spinning to finish cold coffee left over from 9am. 

2.30pm: Help Elena cast a 1D gel to do a protein assay on the protein she has spent the morning extracting.  

4.15pm: Finish in the lab. Walk to the station to catch the 4.35pm train home. 

4.40pm: A 1 hour Zoom meeting on train with the newly formed Blue Mountains Cycling Club forum. There has to be 
some work-life balance but amusingly my hobby of bicycles involves a considerable amount of meetings. 

5.45pm: Reply to questions raised from the tender documents for the mass spectrometry system we want to obtain. 
Then move onto student work for example: writing a 3 page recommendation letter for my PhD student to apply for a 
fellowship; reading a PhD student’s responses to her thesis examiners, so she can submit her corrections and start 
being called ‘Doctor’. 

6.15pm: Switch off the computer before getting off the train. Official end of the work day. The time between getting home 
and passing out in bed belongs to my wife and children. 
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Pipetting for a protein assay 

 

Wearing gloves, we lift a beautifully resolved 2D PAGE (Two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) onto a scanner for gel 
densitometry and downstream analysis of proteoforms 
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A bench top centrifuge is a vital piece of equipment. One of its many uses is to filter the sample into its insoluble and soluble 
parts, increasing the purity of the protein sample to be analysed. Photo credit: Stephanie E. L. Town, UTS PhD Candidate 

 

Our LC/MS/MS system is made up of the mass spectrometer, the chromatograph, and the software that runs it all. The system is 
truly a sum of its parts. Photo credit: Stephanie E. L. Town, UTS PhD Candidate 


